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ABSTRACT
A SEF (software exchange format), such as GXL [6],
TA [4] or RSF [7], is used to exchange data between
tools that analyze software.  Researchers at Bell Canada
have specified the Datrix [3] SEF in TA (and soon to be,
GXL) for C, C++ and Java.  It is designed so that a
parser for the language, C, C++ or Java, can read a
source program and emit the program’s Abstract Syntax
Tree (AST) in the Datrix format.  This note explains
how an entity/relation (E/R) schema [2] was extracted
for Datrix, and gives this schema as an E/R diagram.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Most of reverse engineering tools use a parser to extract
facts about the source code.  There is an ongoing inter-
national effort to standardize the means of representing
such facts, using a software exchange format (SEF).  In
the case of Bell Canada’s Datrix system, facts about C++
(including C) and Java are exchanged in the TA format
(and soon to be, in the proposed standard GXL format).
The exchanged information is the Abstract Syntax Tree
(AST) for the source code.

The form of the Datrix exchange data is described in
Bell Canada’s documentation [1] by means of examples
and natural language (English).  Since the data is repre-
sented in TA, mathematically speaking, the data is a
typed, directed, attributed graph, which we will call
simply a typed graph.  We can use an entity/relation
(E/R) diagram to specify the set of all graphs that a legal
Datrix parser could produce.  In this note, we call an

E/R diagram a schema.  Using an E/R diagram, we can
specify: (1) the allowed types and attributes for nodes,
and (2) the allowed types and attributes of edges as well
as the allowed edge connections between node types.
(Note that both TA and GXL include notation for speci-
fying such schemas.)

The goal of the work described here is to enhance that
documentation by providing a schema.  The Datrix
schema presented actually specifies an Abstract Seman-
tics Graph (ASG), which includes the AST as well as
interconnecting edges giving dependencies among
nodes.

2. EXTRACTION PROCESS

In order to "extract" an E/R schema for Datrix, we be-
gan by reading the Datrix documentation, which de-
scribes the form of output a parser is expected to pro-
duce for each kind of C++ fragment (we did not con-
sider Java).
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Figure 1: Testing the Datrix Schema



From this documentation, we were able to surmise the
set of node types and edge types.  From the examples
and some study, we were also able to surmise the node
and edge attributes, as well as the edge connectivities.
Since the AST for C++ is inherently rather complex, we
expected that our proposed Datrix schema was not com-
pletely correct, so we wanted to be able to test its valid-
ity.  However, it is not immediately obvious how a
schema could be tested.

Figure 1 shows how this testing was done.  We ran the
Datrix parser provided by Bell Canada.  The parser pro-
duced TA corresponding to the source program.    This
TA is actually an enhanced version of TA, so we trans-
lated it to "pure" TA using a filter called datrix2TA.  We
used a 4 KLOC C++ AVL tree C++ library, provided by
Kostas Kontogiannis as our test data (as our source pro-
gram).

We took our E/R schema (see Figures 2 and 3) and
wrote it in TA (recall that a part of the TA SEF is used

to specify schemas); see "Datrix Schema in TA" in Fig-
ure 1.

We used a "fact calculator" called Grok, which reads
facts (streams of data as well as schemas in TA) and
manipulates them using Tarski algebra [5].   We already
had a Grok script which checks to see if a set of TA
facts conforms to a given TA schema; see "Schema
Checker in Grok" in Figure 1.

As Figure 1 shows, we used the Schema Checker to test
if the TA facts from the AVL tree library conformed to
the Datrix schema.  Not surprisingly, initially the
Checker produced a listing of a number of errors.  We
analyzed each of these errors to see where our proposed
Datrix schema was in error (or possibly where the
Datrix parser was in error).  We then corrected the
schema and re-ran the test until no errors were reported.
The result, when again analyzed by hand, seems to be a
good and useful schema for Datrix, and ideally will
eventually be incorporated into the Datrix documenta-
tion and TA/GXL output.
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Figure 2: Partial Datrix Schema (Relations and Inheritance)
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Figure 3: Partial Datrix Schema (Inheritance)

3. THE DATRIX SCHEMA

Figures 2 and 3 give the Datrix schema, somewhat sim-
plified to meet space restrictions, as an E/R diagram.
Figure 2 shows allowed relations among nodes.  For
example, the node for an If statement cIf is connected by
cArcTrue and cArcFalse edges to corresponding nodes
cBlock representing true and false clauses.

Figure 3 shows all nodes, with extensive use of inheri-
tance to show common attributes and connectivity.  This
has been simplified by omitting some nodes, notably
those for comments, assembly blocks, throw statements
and SQL statements.
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